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A MAN ANDUIS WORKS
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Melvin Van Peebles
"The first beachhead, the very
first thing we must do is reconquer
our minds. That's why I believe
that the biggest obstacle to the
revolution in America, the Black
revolution, is our conditioned
susceptibility to the white man's
program. In short, our minds are
colonized. We've been violated,
confused, and drained by this
colonization, this brutal calculated
genocide out of which the most
effective and vicious racism has
grown. Yeah, Inc. represents my
small attempt at reversing this
process. "
These are the words of Melvin
Van Peebles, producer, writer,
director, and composer of controversial Sweet Sweetback's
Baadasss Song, broadway productions Don't Play Us Cheap, and
Ain't Suppose to Die a Natural
Death. Yeah Inc. is the unorthodox name given to Van
Peebles' production company.
When questioned a bout the
peculiar name he replied, "Well it
makes it easier to answer the
phone . When I pick up the
receiver, he explained, "I just say
Yeah, what is it?"
Melvin Van Peebles recalls the
birth of his novel idea-production
of a nonstereotyped Black movie.
"It began at the Fillmore Theater
in San Francisco. I was sitting in a
movie one day, " Van Peebles
recalled, "one of those movies
where the Black stereotyped is so
reinforced that the brother in the
part is nearly castrated, and I said
I can do better than that. From
this self-imposed challenge, I

Uhuru

Sasa

started filming," he stated. "Now
that I look back, I realize I went
into film, not out of love for film,"
he declared, "but because I was
disgusted with the same old crap
they were dishing out at the
Fillmore. "
Not long after, the American
public was presented with Sweetback accompanied with a plethora
of controvers f . Reviews from
both ends of the spectrum were
received. Van Peebles' own
feelings about · Sweetback were:
"When I decided to do Sweetback,
I made a list of the 'givens' in my
situation. I knew I wanted a nocop-out film, one that Black people
could see and walk away from instead of avoiding each other's
eyes. I wanted a high quality standard," he continued, "that would
stack up against other competitive
products. To attract a mass
audience I kenw I had to produce a
work that not only instructs," said
Van Peebles, "but also entertains.
Now what they say about the
grimneSs of Sweetback I agree
with, because in actual fact Black
life in America is grim," he concluded.
Since the advent of Sweetback,
Van Peebles has prbduced a Tony
Award winning broadway play,
Ain't Suppose to Die a Natural
Ueath. The play was an unconventional style performance as one
may have speculated. "If you
want to know the message of Ain't
Suppose to Die a Natural Death
your backwards," Van Peebles
said, "You should be looking at the
playas a definition. It is for you to
decide the message after you understand the definition of the
"The definition," he
terms.
added, "is that Black people are
programmed for genocide, socially, spiritually. and so forth. Until
Black people understand and see

Briefs

There will be an art exhibit in Roosevelt Hall in the Great
Room on April 3-9. The Exhibit is titled "New Art from the
Black/Third World."
If Black Students would like to make entries of their own
personal works contact, Ms. Judy Parker, Black Studies
Program, 3rd Floor, Roosevelt Hall.

-
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UHURU SASA MEMBERS YOU'RE INVITED:
The Afro-American Society of Bridgewater State College invites you to attend
. their Spring Formal. It will be held
Saturday, April 14. Time: 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Location:
Bridgewater Student Union Ballroom, Park Avenue,
Bridgewater, Mass. Happy Hour: 8-9 p.m. R.S.V.P. For
further info: Valerie Southern, B-401-A Coddington, 4312.
GATHERING OF BLACKNESS pre..nted by the Black and Puerto
Rican Union of Kirkland .nd Hamilton Colleg...
Oat..: April a-15th
Gu....: Sojourner to the Roo.. of Goapel; Eddie K.ndrlcks and
Zebra (adm. $2.50); The Uhuru En..mble; Vole... Inc.
For furth.r Info:
Black .nd Pu.rto Rlc.n Union of
Hamilton .nd Klrkl.nd Colleg..
8ox77
H.mllton College
Clinton. N.Y. 13323

-

The Student Organization for Black Unity of Colby College
cordially invites Uhuru Sa sa members to a conference entitled: Kuumba na Mebadiliko (Creativity and Change).
SOBU is looking for as many representatives from each of
the New England colleges as possible.
Workshops: Original Poetry reading (bring your own pieces
of work); Poetry reading and Reaction; Black English in
Relation to Black Literature; Black Poet Role In Politics.
DATE: April 12-14. SPECIAL GUESTS: Don L. Lee; Sonia
Sanchez; Andrea Rushin, Ismael Hurreh; Grover Washington,
Jr. (Inner City Blues); and the movie 'Right On' by the Last
Poets.
REGISTRATION: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.; APRIL 13. For further info: Janice Wilson (207) 873-1131 ext. 301, or write Francine

Car" Colby College, Taylor Hall, Waterville, Maine 04901.

that image," he declared, "they
cannot really place themselves in
the superstructure or even have a
glimmer of hope."
"The definition," he added, "is
. that Black people are programmed
for lZenocide, socially, spiritually,
and so forth . Until Black people
understand and see that image,"
he declared, "they cannot really
place themselves in the
superstructure or even have a
glimmer of hope."
His second broadway play, Don't
Play us Cheap is reportedly running well. A film as well as an
album has been made of the show.
Van Peebles describes his current
playas: "In my current musical
Don't Play us Cheap, the entire
book is on the up-side. It's the
story of a Saturday night party,"
he explained, "where people have
fun and so on." He owns 100 percent of the show, and also owned
100 percent of Sweetback when it
was produced, something never
done before by Black people.
Melvin Van Peebles lifestyle is
unconventional as reflected in his
creative works. Hebelieves Black
people must define their own
culture, their own value system,
their own way of thinking, acting,
etc. and he attempts to define
these aspects of Black people's
lives on stage and through film .
On the subject of theme. Van
Peebles confirms this by
answering, "I think the theme is
obvious . It's not limited to
American Blacks. It is in a very
significant way African. "It simply says," he stated, "there is a
Black way of talking, a Black way
of making music, and possibly
even a Black way of making a
movie. Obviously all of this at its
roots is African :" Consequently,
he continued, " when people come
to see my plays its possible for

them to see a Black lifestyle. It's
an attempt to return our Black image to ourselves, " Van Peebles
concluded.
Another interesting aspect of
Melvin Van Peebles personality is
his refusal to consider himself a
"star."
Van Peebles believes
there is no such thing as a Black
"star." Whenever he is required
to make a public appearance of
any kind, there are no flashy
diamonds, furs or Eldorados. His
attire usually consists of pants,
shirt. and a short dungaree jacket.
This is how he prefers to dress,
even though Sweetback accrued
$3,000,000 in his account. "I upset
some people, " said Van Peebles,
"because they figure that as a
minority Blacks must try and ape
the mainstream culture." From
dress to his own masterpieces,
Melvin Van Peebles is in rebellion.
"What I'm trying to do is get to
the edges of peoples awareness
where they can begin to understand themselves and see the need
for political struggle, " he stated .
If you have the chance, see his
new upcoming film THE TRUE
AMERICAN they you will get an
idea of Melvin Van Peebles the
man.
(quotes taken from October 1972
issue of the Penthouse)

Cora Watkins

Announcements

Monroe A. Moseley is now special assistant to the president for
affirmative action programs.
He will advise and assist in recruiting personnel at
all levels. Also, Moseley, will work with two presidential faculty
committees to be appOinted by President Baum. One of the committees will deal with equal opportunities for minority groups and
the other with equal opportunities for women.
Moseley is a 1968 Black graduate of the University of Rhode
Island.

Mr. Arun Narang. a 26 ye.r old n.tlve of Moultan. Brltl.h India.
h•• Joined the .taff of the Providence Adult Education Dep.rtment
•••n educational coordinator. Mr. N.rang will be concerned with
Introducing new te.chlng technlqu.. to the faculfy and.tatt Involved In t.achlng Adult B••lc Education (ABE) and Engll.h •••
Second L.nguage (ESL).
Dr. Mary C. Mulv.y. Supervisor of the Providence Adult Education Departm.nt. described Mr. Narang a. "highly cap.bl. with
the .xt.n.lv. training and .xperlence necnury for the technlc.1
training of the t.acher•• nd ,.Id.. pr...ntly conducting fr.. adult
cl..... throughout the city." According to Dr. Mulvey. Mr. Narang
will conduct work.hops and on-th.-Job tr.lnlng on a regu.lr b....
to a••ur. the continuing Improvftm.nt of our educ.tlon.1 .ffectlven.... Mr. N.rang conducted. workshop for Adult Educ.tlon
t•• cher. from July 24 to August 4. 1972. In Provld.nce.
Mr. Narang'. varied .xp.rlence In education beg.n after he
received hi. bach.lor·. degr.e In polltlc.1 science from Colg.te
Unlv.r.lfy and Joined the P••c. Corp. a••n ACTION volunteer.
He served for thr. . y••r. a•• te.ch.r In Madhy. Prad••h. India••t
the Government College of Educ.tlon In R.... and the Engll.h
Languag. Teaching In.tltut. In Bhopal. In addition to hi. teaching
.nd lecturing. Mr. N.rang authored a teachen manual which wa.
publl.hed by the Indl.n government a. •
textbook for It.
t.acher•.
Mr. Narang returned to the United State. to .ttend the School
for Intern.tlonal Training In Br.ttleboro. Vermont. where he
received his ma.ter·. degr.. In teaching English •• • Second
Language. He again Joined the Peace Cora- In Octo_ 1872, but
..... time _ part of a teacher training prognm In the Kingdom of
Tonp In .... 80uth PIICIIc, and .. wit now lend . . . . . . . . . .
Adult ........ In PnwIdence.
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SONIA SANCHEZ

•

Called by many the "female LeRol Jon..," she Is perhaps the
leading Black poete.. and writer In America Today.
She Is the
author of Homecoming, We a BaddDDD People. and It's a New Day
(Poems for Young Brothers and Sisters) .
A graduate of Hunter College In 1955, Ms. Sanchez taught Black
English and Creative Writing at this country's first Black Studies
Program at San Francisco State College from 1967 to 1969.
She recently completed a play entitled Uh Huh; But How Do It
Free Us? and Is presently working on her first novel, Notes from a
mad/blk/woman.
Other works of hers Include such poetry
anthologies as Black Fire, For Malcolm, Black Out Loud, In Time of
Revolution and Soulscript. She has written thr.. play anthologies,
The Bronx is Next, Sister Son/Ji and Malcolm Man Don't Live Here
No Mo. Her artlcl.. have appeared In the Journal of Black Poetry,
L1brator, Soulbook, Transatlantic Review, Negro Digest (Black
World,) Broadside, and Nommo.
From 1969 to 1970 Ms. Sanchez taught Black English, Creative
Writing and Black Woman's Consclousne.. at the University of
Pittsburgh, and from 1970 to 1971 she was an a..lstant professor
at Rutgers where sh-. taught Black Women'. Consclousne..,
Black Revolutionary Drama and Black English.
LECTURE TOPICS
1. The relevancy of the Liberation Movement to the Black Woman
2. Revolutionary Black Poetry
3. Bhlck Art and Culture In America
She also pr..ents dramatic readings of her poetry.

Appearing Saturday afternoon
April 7
Author of "The Choice"

*************************

~

Samuel Yette;

*************************

Sonia Sanchez will be appearing In Edward. Auditorium on
April 8.
Sunday evening. Adm/ll/on I. tree.

Professor at Howard University

Uhuru Sasa Members'
Discuss .Past, Present and Future
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"The impact of such
an individual," said Miss Willis,
chairwoman, "is more than can be
seen with the naked eye. To bring
a person who represents both
Black and white students daily and
to let him live and share both the
learning pains and the personal
triumphs of these students," she "Some people came out of their
expalined, "serve to draw the two ~nells, " she stated. "The main accloser together." (Black students complishment of the entire
and Mr . Lisbon) "In the future weekend was the interest and the
when he represents Black participation in organizing the
students, we feel he can do even a Black Cultural Weekend, showing
better job after having personal we truly are a creative people."
contact with us," concluded Miss Gail H reid is also chairwoman of
Willis.
the upcoming Black Cultural
Also on Saturday, time was set Weekend at URI.
aside for all students to write
" I feel that the Unity Conference
letters to their Congressmen and had its advantages and disadvanSenators in the state of Rhode tages, but I feel that the goal of
Island concerning the freezing of reaching communications was
funds for institutions of higher somewhat revealed ," were the
learning. Pleas were made to the words of Linda Barros a freshman
legislators to regain all monies for in Nursing. "Most people had an
educational purposes. Saturday opportunity to express themselves
night entertainment was provided to others and explain certain
by the various students in atten- situations that were disturbing
dance. Singing, poetry reading, them," "I feel the people brought
Pat Burgie raps with Alexa Grant about
and skits were performed.
themselves closer to a certain
Sunday morning a general ses- degree ."
basiC principles ot'the conference.
sion was held where each recorder
in a workshop shared their
resolutions and solutions with
everyone. A general discussion
"1 feel that there was unity
was held, focusing on conference while we were there, but as we ment. "It (the Conference) was
some students me y lOt have
recommendations and future came back to campus that uni· good toward getting people
gained all the Conference offered.
programs.
motivated to work for the Black
ty started fading away."
"I think it was good because any
Weekend coming up. But as far as
time the folks get together I enjoy
_unity, it was good while we were
it. I was glad for selfish reasons,
because I had dynamite workshop
A few freshman felt the there, but its hard to show the
leaders and I learned a lot by
Conference per se was useful, but same kind of unity in this campus
watching them.
I think the
questioned its long-range affects environment. "
"I really think that what the peofor students on campus. Kim Gray
students that did not go last year
from Providence had this view- ple were like at the Conference
got more out of it because they .
point, "I feel that there was unity should be that way all the time
weren't biased," says the
Sociology major.
while we were there (at Yankee because then we could get
Motor Inn), but as we came back something accomplished said BerThe views presented were of a
"Some people
to campus, stated the freshman nadette Pitts
wide spectl um, which always ocEducation major, that unity really impressed me. They are
currs when sampling a group of instarted fading away ~ " Shelly warmer people."
dividuals with unique ideas and
Pat Burgie chose an isolated inpersonalities. Sheila Harris, a
Briggs also in Education shared
freshman in Nursing expressed
the same feelings .
"I ac- cident which she thought may have
this idea when sne said, "I think
complished quite a bit from the spoiled the day of workshops. "I
that it depends on the individual,
Unity Conference, but now that we felt as though they made a mistake
because I feel like I changed a lot
are back on campus, I don't see when they sat us down to write
but some other people are still in
any change whatsoever," she said those letters. It the people's mood
and thinking span." Pat Burgle is
the same bag."
with a puzzled look in her eyes.
The Unity Conference brought
"What does it take to get us Black a transfer student' from RIJC.
"I didn't go to the one last year, ' B I a c k stu den t s together
people together? " she questioned .
geographically but what each stuUpper classmen obviously so I had expectatioris for this and it
dent carried away from the
viewed the Conference in com- didn't really meet my expecConference was their own inparison to the one held last year on tations," replied Billy Baptista, a
During the conference: Nelson Lopes writes
sophmore .
"Th C f
dividual decision whether to make
the Alton Jones Campus. Diane
brou
ht
e
on
erence
a letter ter his Congressman explaining his
Pereira, a sophmore in Laboratory
g a lot of prOblems to the an effort to create better human
surface and we know what
relations among themselves. Will
dissatisfaction about the Nixon budget cut.
Technonogy, felt "as though this
dealing .th
we are we have a communal atmosphere?
Unity Conference was not as effec- h
WI . We're just going to
Will we have positive political acave to cope with one another on
tive as last years'. The room
situation made it so that everyone a.n equal basis," was his conclu . tion? The decision is yours to
SlOn.
make!
would have to have a little more inCarolyn
Senna,
a
seni'or,
tried
to
"1 feel that this has given me iative to get out and rap with peoprovide a little insight into why
ple you wouldn't ordinarily rap
believed to be problems among a start to really communicate
Cora Watkins
themselves and on campus in and not feel frightened to open
to," she said
. "No one really
took this initiative
general. A social hour ended the myself up to others."
evening. Early Saturday morning
"This kept a lot of people from
eight groups were formed and
really opening themselves up."
workshops began, continuing
Lenny Holston, another sophmore
throughout the day until early
agreed.
"I don ' t think the
Comments concerning the
evening.
The workshop disConference was as successful as it
Conference were wide in scope.
cussions focused on three topics:
should have been-as it was last
the individual, organizational Each individual formed their own
year," stated the political science
power (Uhuru Sasa) , and the personal views and feelings . Nanmajor.
problems recorded by the problem cy Boyd , a freshman from '
census. Facilitators headed each Providence majoring in Nursing
workshop to enable the students to had this to say about the
talk more freely.
They (the Conference: "I-thought it was infacilitatorslconsisted of communi- teresting and I had a nice time .
"As far as unity, it was good
ty people' from the Providence This was the first Unity
while
we were there, but it's
Conference
I
been
to,
and
I
think
area and URI faculty and staff.
I like hard to show the same kind of
Workshop leaders were: Ann I got something out of it.
Souza, Dean of Students at Rhode the way that they went about unity in this campus en·
vironment."
Island School of Design; Mike Van roommates, by placing you with
someone
you
wouldn't
normally
be
Leesten, Director of OIC and
graduate student at URI in Com- with . I feel that this has given me
Then of course, there were inmunity Planning; Bud Mosley, a start to really communicate,"
dividuals that did not fit in either
Assistant Dean of Students at she said seriously, "and not feel
URI; Doug Johnson, a professor in frightened to open myself up to category. Darlene Smith of Paw·
tucket when approached
Community Planning at URI; others."
:'ctlng president Kwame AHnti and member
Reviewing the responses responded, "I feel that I didn't get
Velma Montiero, a counselor at
Pat
Smith In their discussion workshop.
Rhode Island College; David received by the freshman, most too much out of the Conference.
Harris, Director of PAED in seemed to think the Conference The reason is because I didn't have
Providence; Vera Carr, Assistant worthwhile and fruitful. Another that many complaints. I had a nice
Director of Finances at the freshman. G~il Herald from East time and would 10 again if they
Memorial Union at URI; and Provideali!, and Education major bad one," she added quickly.
Georgia Macbado, wortiag with said, "I tbiok it w.. beneftclal .. Louise JeDkins, a math major
Admi..... at Simmons CoUeee Ia fir .. peapIe tettiDI to bOW tIIaie fl'Q'D Newport seemed to place die
. . . ., Massacbuletts.
. dIey mi&bt DOt Iaaw Down . . . fault witb tile sumM. . . .avtna-

March 9,10, and 11 marked the
. event of the second annual Unity
Conference.
The Conference,
attended by Bl~k students at
.
the University of Rhode Island was
held at the Yankee Motor Inn in
Warwick, Rhode Island. "The purpose of the Unity Conference was
to bring the Black students
together under one roof to discuss,
learn, share, and experience many
facets of lifestyles at the University of R.I.," stated Lorise Willis, a
URI senior in Organizational
Management and Industrial .
Relations and acting chairwoman
of the Conference. "Many of the
social attitudes and problems
dealing with living on this campus
were expressed. Students seemed
to gain a closer sense of
brotherhood after leaving the
Conference," she continued.
Friday, March 9, the Conference
began with dinner and opening
remarks by the chairwoman .
After dinner a communication
exercise was presented to the
group of approximately 60 students
by chosen coordinator, Vernon
Lisbon, sole Black member of the
Board of Regents. The communication exercise called for an
experience in communicating and
listening processes. This exercise
was proceeded by a problem census. Students voiced what they

Annual

Unity

Conference
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i went over to see my Sister...
she smiled.
and for once
i smiled back
val
DISCRIMINATION

My

If you discriminate against me

because
I am dirty
I can cleanse myself
If you discriminate against me
because
I am ignorant
I can educate myself.
If you discriminate against me
because
I am a pagan
BUT
I can seek God,

.
OLD MULE

'

MYoId mul
.
lie's so
e got a gri
race.
damn old h n on his face
1\.
e forgot h'
"0,"" I'
IS
.
maml
gIve a darn
u e black
You got t n
and don't
o take
RObert ~ F.' me like 1 am
'1..
aIr
.

Reflections On
Black women
Queens of the Nile
They walked their native land
with heads held high
no need for make-up
no need to hide
the beauty born in them

If you discriminate against me

Charles Alston

because
my face is black,
I can only refer you to
God because
He made me that way.

This poem is dedicated to the
sisters on the Black Gold staff.
Let Black Gold be your crown.

(BLACK GOLD thanks Sheila Harris for her thoughtfulness)

Lorton Prison
(KILLING EVEN ENEMIES IS BEING DONE DISCREET AND
ORDER IS ITS HANDS AND NAME)
I

Being Black is like being on an endless
ladder.
We climb and climb to get nowhere
Blackness is a crime, a militant in the street
If you are black you have to be a thief.

Blackness to a white man is a prostitute or a pimp.
Blackness is a handicap not a blind man or his limp.
Being black is like being a petrified tree
people chop you and chop but you're still there

Robert K. Fair

this is the guinea coast in the centuries of rape
this is the place of the villages
this is the place of the warriors
young and black and lean
like polished palm trees supple in the wind/
this is the place of the warriors
cut and carried off
from village northwest of columbia
village harlem and watts lost angels
and this is the guinea coast and this
is the age of raid and this
.
is the time of the capture/
II

the mothers in the doorway!: !Tlourn and hold their falling breasts
and children on the street are playing blues
before their flaming hands destroycreate destroycreate
and in destruction's ashes create a NEW newworld
with something of their beauty
and something of the passion of their hands
but on their faces all
the calm that knowing-hating brings
and round their ribs all brother myths squeezed dead
a sold creation bum bum down for when the evil goesdeepdeep
it must be purified: another death of Jesus/another flood and fire
and all unc«tains turned to pillared salt/
some prophet read the message of the lord unright/for
mercy is for those who do not care for life
mercy is for those who long to be remembered for their sins
mercy is for those who've had the streJllth to hate in their stomachs
mercy is for those who can shout when they sing and cry AMEN.

Cyprian Rowe
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Black Man and Religion?
Introducing religion to the Black
man in this country was basically
a means of perpetrating control by
the dominating white society over
the subculture of the Black man.
The goals and aspirations of
religion were defined and
translated in terms of instilling
and protecting the interest and
values of the white man. Religion
as it was taught to Blacks by white
slave masters did not include
Blacks on an equal basis, but
served only to keep them in al) oppressed condition. It did nothing to
further the development of Blacks.
The development of Black
churches came about because of
racism, discrimination, and
separatism imposed upon Blacks
by white institutions. In essence,
Blacks tried to shape religion in
terms of making it more relevant
to their everyday needs. Now the
Black church not only deals with
the soul but also with the needs of
the flesh.
This trend of thought beginning
with the existence of the first
Black denominational church
called the african Methodist
Episcopal Church, and becoming
more completely refined and
defined in the determination and
goals of Elijah Muhamed and the
Nation of Islam is the result of
racism in American institutions,
as well as being supported by the
new confidence Black people now
have in the value of Black operated
institutions.
The Black church incompasses
the desire for freedom and selfsufficiency' from the white society
spiritually, politically, and
economically.
Many Black religious leaders
have or are addressing themselv~~
to the economic position of Blacks
in this country. Included am'img
these leaders are the late Hev.

Martin L. King, Jr., Rev. Jesse
Jackson of P.U.S.H., Rev. Sullivan
of O.I.C., the Honorable Elijah
Mohammed of the Nation of Islam,
Rev. William Borders of Atlanta
and others are engaged in projects
and programs which have as their
central interest the social and
economic development of the
Black community.
The need for creating a strong
economic base in the Black community can hardly be disputed. As
a group of people in the United
States we have had little or nothing
to use in dealing with the political
framework of this country.
This could be drastically
changed if we were able to affect
the economic development of the
Black community. If we were to
control the economy of the Black
community we could in effect
become able to eliminate many of
the problems that hold our people
back. We wouldn't have to depend
on white businesses for jobs, or on
white institutions for educating
our children.
By putting Black consumer's
dollars back into the Black community we could uplift our stan- dards of living.
Black dollars
could be spent on better homes,
could insure top health care, and
could implement the highest standards of education for our people.

Many white businesses hire us
only because we are a cheap
source of labour. Instead of having
a case of outright slavery, we are
still kept in bonds through a
system of institutionalized
slavery. We are the last to be
hired and the first to be fired.
Black people can rise but so far it
white owned
By creating and

Sally's Restaurant Is

sustaining a sound economic-base
in the Black community this could
be eliminated because we would
have the interest of the Black community top on our list priorities.
In the past few years the Nation
has purf.!hased impressive
amounts of properties in the
United States, Bermuda, Jamaica,
and Central America. Located on
the south side of Chicago, where
one million Blacks live, the
Muslims own a five story
warehouse which serves as
national headquarters for their
many enterprises. Inside there is
a modern printing plant, a
trucking fleet, an egg distribution
operation, ands meat processing
plant.
Other Muslim businesses include
schools, supermarkets, bakeries,
department stores, clothing factories, and a number of single and
multiple family housing units. It is
estimated that the Nation's
holdings exceed more than 75
million dollars.
The Muslims have not only
proved to be a spiritual base, but
are also moving toward being a
sound economic base in the Black
community by training both
professionals and paraprofessionals.
Religious groups and leaders are
just one small part of the black
population addressing themselves
to the economic development of
the black population. Since the
need is so apparent there will no
doubt be more and more blacks
realizing the need to address
themselves to this problem; for
controlling our own economy is the
only way we are going to eliminate
many pressing problems in our
black society.
Mary Etchison

Rude to Black Customers

Editor's note: the following is a true account of an incident which
occurred to three Black graduate students of URI.
For the sake of privacy, the writer of this article and the two others
.rlPr'"n~''' hho were involved, wish to remain unknown. However, if
is sincere interest regarding the incident, telephone 783-3921 for
further information.
This article is written to alert all leave. Ms. Gallo came over
patrons of Sally's Pizza Parlor in their table and very rudely told the
Peacedale, R.1. of an incident customers they had to leave again.
which occurred on March 3 in that· The woman in threesome
restaurant.
formed Ms. Gallo thGl~ "we're
At around 11:45 p.m., three fair- our way out; you dc-n't have to
ly regular Black customers get nasty.'
entered the establishment to buy
Ms. Gallo, then told the woman,
some food, and received very rude "Get your ass out of here." An
treatment from the owner, Ms. argument followed, and the three
Sally Gallo.
Black customers left, but not
After being informed by the without informing Ms. Gallo that
waitress that, because it was so the Black community would be innear closing time (12 midnight), formed of her rude and racist
only certain items could be treatment of them.
The three want the community
ordered, and that they had to be
"taken-out" the three Black to be aware of the incident, and
customers ordered accordingly.
ask brothers and sisters to spend
When the food arrived, it was their money elsewhere, where
dispensed among the three who Black people are treated with
then

to ig.e.t••••
to• • • •a.n.d• •
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Next Black Gold

I mamu Amiri Baraka

Political School Established
. Imamu Amiri Baraka has structured a Black community oriented
program filtering out from the
state of New Jersey. The basic
ideology behind the entire move·
ment is to make the people awan~
of its resources. Members seek to
teach the community how to
organize, and politics on a national
and local level.
The Political School of Kawaida
was founded to be a national institution for the study of politics
and political organization. It is
both an ideological training center
for Kawaida Nationalism, and a
vehicle for political analysis and
exchange for various Nationalist
persuations and ideologies that
exist locally, nationally, and internationally. Different aspects of
politics and political power are
handled with organizations and
groups of Black people who come
from many areas of the U.S. to
learn and study under Baraka.
Kawaida Nationalism has been
shown to be a clear direction in
nationalist ideology and
methodology.
This has proven
true recently during the National
Black Political Convention, the
African Liberation Day
demonstrations, the Congress of
African People, and in many other
Significant events in our history.
What is being done with the
Political School of Kawaida is institutionalizing what participants
believe and practice so that it can
be used by Brothers and Sisters all
over the African World. It is structured so that it offers a wide range
of topics of study along with the establishment of a cadre training
center for continuous study and
growth for cadre units.
Political School of Kawaida
classes are usually held on Saturdays from! 1: 00 am to 3: 00 pm. A
class session runs ten Saturdays in
succession. The tuition for the ten
week course is $70.00.
Dates classes will begin during
1973 are:
:sept. 1
April 14
Oct. 6
May 19
Nov. 10
June 23
Dec 1.5
July 28
Topics taught at the school include:
1. Committee for Unified Newark

2. Congress of African Youth
The Black Student-His role and
responsibility in --relation to the
Black Community
3. Community Organizing

Strategy and Tactics-Mobilizing,
organizing and politics for the
Black Comllwnity
4. Kawaida
The Black Ideology of change
5. Education and social develop-

ment of the Black Community
Local. County, State, and National
Politics Independent Black
Political Party. Pan-African
Nationalism
6. Communications

Methods of reaching the Black
community, dissemination of information
7. Political Development
Political
Campagins;
Congressional redistriction
8. Black Political Conventions

How to organize a political convention
9. Voter Education

10. Selecting political candidates
Roles and responsibility of black
politicians
11. Community Organizations

How to develop a community
organization and sustain it
12. The Simba Movement
Strong Youth
Development of
Movements in the community
13. Historical Development of PanAfrican Nationalism in Africa
Tanzania-Guinea Progressive
Political Prototypes
14. Strategy and Tactics of the
Black Student

The Political School faculty is
available for local instruction, lectures. seminars. conferences, and
speaking engagements.
For further information:
Political School of Kawaida
502 High Street
Newark. N.J. 07102
(201) 621-2300

De·adLine
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Arzeymah Malik Raqib,
attended the conference to seek information about job training in
news media. Malik, as he is
known, traveled from Buffalo,
New York.
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Samuel Vette, journalist and author of 'The Choice' discusses the concept of "niggerhood" in relation to mass communications.
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Film and television is Stephanie
King's major at Howard University . She is currently a senior, and
was born in Trinidad. Miss King
and some other brothers and
sisters filmed and recorded the
Conference for N.E.T. (National
Educational Television) . This
recording was for a class project
and will be shown on an N.E.T.
channel.
She feels that the Conference is
helpful. Stephanie King also feels
that " the conference forces
employers to open jobs in the
media for Black people. "

I

.... ...

"", ...

Art St. Clair from Cleveland
Ohio is about to construct his ow~
AM low-power radio station . He
went out and brought his own
transmitter which will extend
from 2-35 blocks.
Mr. St. Clair is chairman of
radio . station on the Cuyahogo
Community Junior College, which
he has attended for two years. "I
wanted to absorb information and
take it back," said St. Clair.

.
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Cameras roll. as BLACK JOURNAL cameraman films
Conference activities.
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Chuck Hadden, approximately 30
years old, is the now rising in popularity disk jockey of WAFR.' This ·
FM educational radio statiOl., the
first of its kind in the nation, hails
from Durham, North Carolina.
WAFR began programming on
September 22, 1971 . Since then, it
has gained an audience of some
60,000 listeners in Durham, 1520,000 in Raleigh and Chapel Hill,
and 10-12,000 in the other surrounding areas .
Robert Spurill, president of this
all Black radio station, was very
instrumental in getting the initial
actions underway. In respect to
the Blacks employed it was mentioned that everyone was selftrained. Finances come from outlying business and Health, Educati~m, and Welfare. Equipment was

purchased by means of manuai
labor. Hadden stated that "They
had undertaken construction
work." Everybody was just learning and many are just starting.
In terms of the importance of'
the radio station, it can and does
serve as a model for other Black
communicators to follow. Its
goals are:
1. to develop and operate a nonprofit FM educational radio station with Federal Communication
Commission License,
2. to train Blacks in mass communications skills,
3. to provide a model for future
development of similar stations in
other communities
4. to provide a vehicle for Black
education or a national level.
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Pamela Douglass, a writer and T.V. producer from Chicago,
discusses the first amendment to the Constitution.
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Anthony Johnson, origtnally
from Chicago, is presently attending Governors States University.
Governors States is a minority
based university, andhasonly been
in existence for three years. It is
primarily for people of the inner
city.
Anthony Johnson 's main concern
is dealing with alternative systems
in Black communications.

~~

Cheryl Jones, originally from
New Jersey but now from Chicago,
came to the Conference in search
of employment. Her interest lies
in Public Relations. She has had
no real training, but considers
herself experienced somewhat
from the various jobs she has held.
Most of her job experiences have
been dealing directly with the
public.
Miss Jones learned of the
Conference from the Black Journal and decided to attend.
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Director of the film BLACULAR, Bill Crane, traveled from
Los Angeles to voice his opinions at the Conference.

------------------

---------------Lynn Williams of North Carolina
is now a junior in .the field of journalism at University of South
Carolina. She has had experience
working with a college newspaper,
Black Ink , put out by University of
North Carolina.
Miss Williams is interested in
working with the media and hopes
this Conference will result in an internship. She learned of the conference through a student who
attended last year.
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A representative of Black congressional Caucus reads
statements issued by Caucus regarding racism in the white
media.

A sophomore at Howard University, Francis K. Asamoah, participated in the Conference " to get
into the screening process and see
if I can get some pra-ctical
training."
Ghana being his
homeland , he plans to return and
apply the knowledge he accumulated while at Howard
University. Asamoah
immediate interest is making
available transportation to
students for one year's work and
study in Ghana.
Print Journalism is his major.
Asamoah's reaction to Howard
and the Conference, "I like
Howard, I've met a lot of people."
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Southern

Cramden Hall .a. Jammed with black humanity .s the 2nd Annual Black Careers Communications Conference began In fullswing on March 5. As I stood among my small staff of BLACK
GOLD reporters, I saw men and women donned In various forms of
dreu bustling about the large rectangular blue reception room,
pinning name tags on their chests and scribbling their signatures
on small white sheets of paper.
The Conference was held at Howard, a Black university located
In Washington, D.C.
As I looked through the crowd the IIrst "celebrity" I saw was
Tony Brown, producer of the television program, 'BLACK
JOURNAL' and Dean of the Howard University School of Communications.
Wearing brown high -heeled shoes, a dark blue suit and a reddotted shirt, Brown seemed to be Impatient. He was talking quickly to a young well-dressed Black woman as I approached him. I
had heard about the Conference from watching the program
BLACK JOURNAL and "my Inner Journalistic sense" told me that
Brown was probably a driving force behind It's conception. Two
minutes after I had left my comrades, I knew my Inner sense was
correct.
As I eased my way within hearing distance of Brown and the
woman (who was frantically scribbling on a small pad) I heard the
producer say something about "150 IIrms will be represented
here."
"Excuse me, Mr. Brown," I said, "could you tell me what Is the
purpose of this conference."
"Did you read our pamphlet," he asked.
"No," I said.
"The Information Is all In the pamphlet," he said as he continued
to talk to the tall young female.
I did not give up.
"Excuse me again Mr. Brown," I said (this time with a air of
agitation), but I would like to know If you think the turnout Is good."
With a glint of open annoyance In his eyes, Brown suggested
that I "read the pamphlet" (a Informational pamphlet given to all
participants on the opening day during registration) because his
staff had taken great care In listing the who, what, and where of the
Conference.
"The purpose here Is not to have a rhetorical conference-we're
not here to rap," he said hastily, as he scurried to a far-away corner
to prepare for a T.V. Interview.
As my comrades tried to cheer me up, telling me that Brown was
"probably real busy," we went to another section of Cramden Hall
and tried to lind other exciting and dynamic people to Interview for
BLACK GOLD. Thus, was our beginning of the Howard Career
Communications Conference.

"We're

not
here

to
rap"

rights, said Yettes, are something place young Blacks int; training
programs.
which cannot be ignored .
" I don't believe in training
" Loss of press freedom means
the loss of all freedom," Yette programs," he said, "they're a
waste of time ."
emphacized.
A representative from C and P
Yette briefly discussed the role
of Black new writers within socie- Telephone Company, John
ty .
"Black reporters are McWilliams seemed enthusiastic
becoming spies rather than about the Conference . He had
technicians," he said, "and this is . traveled from Chicago to hire
a result of white political power." Blacks into the specialized field of
A question and answer period telephone communications .
Since the conference was
followed the statements made by
basically not one which centered
Avair and Yette.
When asked how was the Black about points of views and discommunity is exploited by the cussions, the remaining two days
white political powers , were spent with interviewing
Congressman Avair discussed prospective Black applicants to fill
" the miserable employment job categories.
records" of Blacks active in the
communications field.
Positions in television were
most strongly desired of all the
categories. The different kinds of
" Blacks constitute 3 percent of positions open were in the adthe technical positions, 2 percent ministrative line, ranging from
of sales workers, 1 percent of the clerk-typist to Director of Public
.laborers, and 40 percent of the ser- Affairs .
Newspaper representatives and
vice workers, " he replied .
Many members of the audience other print media represented the
did not ask questions but expressed widest geographical range of all
a point of view. Bill Crane, the fields, flying in from the West
director of the all-Black film Coast and areas in the Midwest.
'Blarular,' said, "there are no These people were looking for
Black programs open to us ." For reporters with proven and
all the T.V. producers within the experienced writing ability.
Other communications areas ,
field of communications there are
hardly any Black producers, he such as advertising, public
relations, promotion, and so forth ,
said.
Pamela Douglass, a writer and were represented by employers
T.V. producer from Chicago, dis- who were looking for management
cussed the first amendment. "The trainees rather than copy-writers .
Overall the conference reflected
government can not censor
freedom of speech," she said, the Black communities desire to
"because freedom is what we are see and hear other Blacks tell
them "what-is-what" in the world'
striving for."
.. All mechanisms based on and in their community .
Throughout the program, the
government intervention is
emphasis on communications and
ridiculous," she said.
its importance seemed to surge
and grow as applicants,
Interesting Persons
employers, and program planners
After the discussions ended, I in- bustled about the Cramden
terviewed interesting looking per- Auditorium.
sons who stood in the auditorium .

"It is signlficant that of all the
The Conference had drawn ap- commerical television stations in
proximately 500 people that day.
America, not more than six or
Tony Brown, producer•.
There were young nervous-looking seven even took the time to prepeople, who were apparently tend they were looking for
BLACK JOURNAL
seeking jobs from the older, more Blacks," Brown said, during his
confident-looking
people, who closing remards at the 1972 conwere apparently hiring.
'-~---,....,-----:=-=-~---=-----I
ference.
"Of all the public television
"compared to one Black television
Subtitled "The End of Rhetoric.
. .The Beginning of Action" the stations who are living off our station. "
According to the Washington
program was the second of its kind taxes, only one (WNET in New
Congressman, "Blacks are being
held at Howard. Its purpose was York) even pretended to be indenied their constitutional rights
to bring together applicants and terested," he said.
"But we have forced them into a
of freedom of speech" unless the
from the comemployers
munications field so that the word new game," Brown concluded, .amount of control is more evenly
balanced.
" unqualified" or "unavailable" " because they can no longer say
" A voiceless people are a
could not be used when the public that we don 't exist." .
These words had ended the 1972 hopeless and pyschologically
asked why there are no Blacks in
enslaved people, " said Avair.
the media. It gave young Blacks Conference and on March 5,
another, more extensive 1973
" Mass communications media
an opportunity to receive jobs.
must represent fully all the inAnd it gave companies, who have program took place.
herited diversities," he continued,
embraced equal employment
"within the Black community."
Panel Discussion
policies, to take action in placing
The Conference began with a
Avair accused the American
these Blacks with skills in the
panel
discussion
featuring
press
of "systematic exclusion,
mainstream of American comCongressman Avair, represenextortion and deliberate mismunications.
The end results of the three day tative of the Black Congressional handling of news within our
culture."
conference could not be con- Caucus. The only other discussion
.
participate
was
Samuel
Yette,
The Congressman concluded his
sidered successful or unsuccessful
journalist and author of the book,
statement by saying, "there is
until months as after it had ended .
deeply entrenched racism within
Until the newly hired young , "The Choice."
The topic of discussion dealt the mass communications
talented Black applicants had been
field-and this is true throughout
comfortably situated · in their with the first amendment of the
America."
positions within the radio, televi- constitution which is the freedom
Following Avair, Samuel Yette,
sion, and newspaper media, no one of speech.
a professor of Journalism at
Avair, a former professor of
could judge the success of the
Valerie Southern, editor-in-chief of BLACK
attempts
Howard , began his speech by
___ conference. political science at Howard, began
nationwide
to interview Tony Brown, producer of the television program
saying, "I confess I came here
with a booming "Can you hear!"
BLACK JOURNAL.
Last Year
into the migophone. After the 200
with reluctance."
According to the information . seated persons in Cramden
Yette, wearing a sober gray suit
phamphlet (which I read im- auditorium replied positively, and sporting a cropped afro, menmediately after leaving Brown) Avair issued im official statement
tioned to the audience that he had
Editor of the Howard University
the first conference of this nature, from the Congressional Black
spoken at the 1972 ComThe Answer
newspaper , HILLTOP, Larry
which was held again at Howard, Caucus.
munications 'Conference and had
Coleman
said
he
attended
the
conA young Black man when asked
resulted in the hiring of 35
The American communication expressed the same statements he
applicants on the spot. Many of system has " excluded and
was going to discuss that evening. • ference "just to see what's going why he had attended the conon ."
ference, replied "I am looking for
the employers were locked in exploited Black peoples," said
"This is an eventful time in
hiring systems which would Avair. Because of racism, he said,
A student from Louisiana State a job." When asked why he wished
observing the dubious' role of
require follow-up interviews at there is a deliberate distortion of
mass communications," Yette College , Karen Montgomery, was a job in the field of comtheir home locations . Some went news of the Black community."
an applicant who was seeking munications, he looked at this
began slowly.
home to think seriously about
reporter with curious brown eyes
The press has " ignored , and
According to the author, the employment. "If I'm lucky I'll
- potential employees before actual- ridiculed significant efforts of
and said softly, "Why . . . com"white press is undergoing find something," she said .
munications is the key to peace.'
ly making the move to hire.
movements
for
Black
'niggerhood.'"
With the sudden
James McDonald , producer and
However , according to BLACK Americans," continued Avair,
I thanked him and walked
surge of white reporters being
JOURNAL, 100 Blacks were even- " and have neglected to inform,
arrested or threatened to be director of a Brooklyn television toward my staff, who seemed to
tually hired inho the print and educate, and expose" the everyday
ha ve known wha t the young man
arrested for concealing evidence, center, seemed discouraged when
boradcast media .
had said just by seeing the expresevents which occur within the
Yette said , they are being denied he discoverEd that many of the
A major downfall of the first Black community.
their constitutional rights. "Only hiring companies had come to sion on my face.
conference was that out of over 4,Comparing white control of
a nigger does not obtain con000 employers who had been in- mass communications to Black
stitutional rights," he said.
vited only a small per cent control Avair said, "in public radio
Yette discussed an incident
materialized with jobs for . the there 471 licensed stations comwhere five newsmen were jailed,
Black applicants. In an attempt to pared to two Black licensed radio
because they refused to reveal
rectify the problem for this year, stations."
their new source to a particular
Brown urged honest and open
"There are 199 licensed televistory. These arrests and apparent
hiring practices by employers.
sion stations," he continued,
interferences of constitutional

•

A Look at Howard University
On March 15 of this year , five
representatives of the BLACK
GOLD news publication visited
Howard University for a Black
Communications Conference.
For myself and three others it
was our first time venturing to
I'd heard much about
D.C.
Howard University and was more
than happy to go on the trip . This
was my first peek at an all Black
institution.
We (Valerie Southern, Nancy
Perry , Charles Alston, Linda
Coleman . and myself, Alexa
Grant). left the URI campus at approximately 5 a .m. in the Uhuru
Sasa van. After seven and one-half
hours of riding time, we arrived at
Howard University at 12:30 in the
afternoon .
The one obvious and enjoyable
difference between the campus at
Howard and Rhody's campus was
that only Black faces were to be
seen. 1 must have looked like a
typical Black tourist because I was
not able to contain m y smile and
joy at seeing so many of my people
at one time . My eyes flashed
around the campus, taking in all
the beautiful sights. From time to
time I would tap Nancy or Linda
and say " isn't this exciting" or
something very similar to it .

We left the van and proceeded to
She then informed us that if a
the Conference. All the while our
brother was found in the dorm
faces
were
in
fixed
after 11 p.m. he would be taken to
expressions-all smiles (one of our
jail and the sister would be disbasic stereotypes).
missed from school. If that isn't
strict, I don't know what is:
After mingling and interviewing
during the seminar, we decided to
After sitting around and discussing the conference for awhile
find Mary Lee, the sister with
we decided to get something to
whom we were to stay. We got in
eat. We walked quite a distance
contact with her and she took us to
her dorm. The dormitory was
and found ourselves at a grinder
After
very much unlike our URI dorshop called Blimpie's.
eating their delicious grinders we
mitories . Firstly, the building had
been converted from an old
went back to the dorm .
hospital into a dormitory, secondAt first fthought we would spend
Iy. the dorm rules were very the whole night in the dormitory,
strict.
but I was very wrong. Mary called
I personally would find it hard a friend and with the exception of
adapting to the rules after having our sleepy driver , Valerie, we all
been spoiled by our "funnies" at went to a club in the Pitts Motor
the Rhody campus.
Inn . At the club there were three
Males could not go any further truly dynamite bands ("Rebuth",
than the front lobby (which, by the A"Ashante", and "The Four
way, was patr(llled by a campus Wonders")' The atmosphere of
guard) until they were checked in the club was nothing less than
at the front desk by the sister dynamite . The band comwhom they were attempting to plimented the people and the peovisit. After Mary Lee checked ple in turn complimented the band .
Charlie (our BLACK GOLD
Unlike parties at URI, brothers
photographer) in, we proceeded to would come from the other side of
her room. We told Mary how at the club to ask the sisters to dance.
Rhode Island we did not have to go
After dancing, they would smile,
through formalities for brothers to thank the sister for the dance , and
come into the women's dorms .
escort her back to her seat. That

Appearing In Concert:
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for Nancy, Linda, and I was a mind
blower. ' We partied and had
"smoking". time until about 2:30
a.m . when the club closed.
After the club we went back to
the women's dorm and Charlie
While
went to a male dorm.
preparing to go to bed I happened
to notice the sky. It was unlike any
sky I had seen before. It was a
pale orange, and very beautiful.
This place was really blowing my
mind.
We went to sleep at 3:30 a.m.
and woke up the next morning
ready for another day at the
Conference. We stayed until the
first half of the Conference ended
and went to the dining hall (which
served fried chicken , greens, corn
bread , creamed chipped beef and
other things) ate, and someone, I
don't know who, decided to start
heading back to Rhode Island.
I have nothing more to say on the
subject but, I wish I were stilI
there!

Alexa Grant

The Temprees

April 6th, 1973 at 10:00
Eddie Kendricks is an entE!rtainer whose life style and career
- stand in direct antithesis to all esta blished stereotypes of enter1iners and show business people.
' 001 , prone to solitude, deeply
ligious , thoroughly committed to
lIS associates and provincially
honest, Eddie is a man for whom
ll}e solidarity of his Southern
Protestant rearing has remained
un fl agging in an industry
metimes typified by moral
lures.
his combination has proven to
be a winning one fo r Eddie, for
while he was with the Temptations
;; their falsetto-voiced lead
slfiger, he led them to the tops of
he record chart polls with such
'uemorable hit tunes as "The Way
·ou Do The Things You Do," " My
' rl," "Ain't Too Proud to Beg,"
Jet Ready ," " Beauty is Only
in Deep," " My Baby, " " It's
owing," " I'll B~ In Trouble,"
-;'irl, Why You Want to Make Me
e," "Cloud Nine," "I Wish It
,mId Rain. " " Ball of Confusion ,"
m Gonna Make You Love Me "
d " Don 't Let the Joneses Get
-.) Down. "
fter years of such successes,
ldie has now launched a solo
reer with an album appropriatetitled "All By Myself," which
lows 17 hit albums he did with
e Temptations .
~ o rn in Birmingham, Alabama,
second oldest of five children,
ndricks was reared with the
ief that personal progress is the
: ult of hard work, and he
'omes restless when he isn't
il v ing, working or doing
mething constructive.
e collects stereo record
Jyers and has spoken of someday
ving a house with a swimming
"'100 1, though he can't ·swim .

Though Eddie is intensely interested in entertainers becoming
involved in politics and in establishing self-help programs for
inner city youth, his main concentration at this time is his career ,
and 'in developing himself as a
musician.
Of his separa ti on from The
Temptations and his subsequent
emergence as a solo artist , Kendricks says "1 liked singing the
kind of music we became known
for . but I felt I could sing
something else, too. I wanted to
extend my musical self. I wanted
to reach for my potential. I didn't
feel that being what and where 1
was with the Temps was
developing me to that point."
So, Eddie decided to cut an
album on his own which would be
different , and "All By Myself"
'Nas born. Though,he had no intentions at the time of using the
album to launch a solo career, it
turned out to be a fitting vehicle.
Eddie never one to be content to
ride al~ng on past successes, is
eagerly receptive to new ideas and
is determined to maintain the
same high level of performance he
shared with the Temptations. It is
this same degree of dedication
which makes Eddie Kendricks one
of the most unique entertainers in
today 's musical world .

Eddie Kendricks'
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A private friendship
A secret strength
A
quiet bond
A whisper love friend
Secrets
can be sweet
To
cherish
is a private quiet way
Is more beautiful
than snowflakes
To hold
To love
Tc help
in a whisper
is a soft job
a secret encouragement
that no one I else can touch
A whisper love friend
To call
to be answered
every time
A!
' whisper love friend

A Private Friendship
val

1. .

Nobody can take it away
because nobody knows
It can't sour
because it's a secret
It can't tire
because it asks nothing ....
A whisper . love friend

If Africa had .never seen the wars,
If ancient beliefs had never left their homes
If antique men had never fought that far,

••
• ~
~

•

How high could our fathers then have gone?
~

7'
•

~

~

If western whites had never overcome,
If slavery had never come our way,
If Africans had never left their home,

Wonder where our race would be today?

i feel so good
SO go-o-o-d
that blue sky was just burning my eyes, chile
i feel so fine
SO fin-n-n-e.
those smiles and waves and motions .
and those once-and-for-all shrieks of
peaceful happiness
told me
i'd better treasure this day, honey ...
it ain't gonna happen agin for a lo-o-o-n-g time .
(i cried with silent tears sliding down my smiling face)

, If whites had never used the whip or gun
If blacks had never watered fields with sweat,
If Africa had lost no native sons,

Wonder where we blacks would be as yet?
Thomas Nance

Toni Foxwell

The coming of the day

Intellectuals.

A face,
. that can look
at mt!
and
tell me
(non-verbally)
that I am wanted,
needed,
on the battlefield of love.

I

Intellectuals. . .
shielded by the golden wall
Insidde the univuhsity
the univuhsity
Sit around
on their spreading asses
And get off on
Their bad
breath
Toni Foxwell

A nation has a soul
inand outside
the body of the land.
Comprised of shared memories
of great glory and grief
and desire (in brief)
to live as one: Ha$ America none?

A juicy fat brown roach
scuttled through a crack
in the wall
and across my hand.

He was looking for food
in my kitchen
as I search for a life
in a white man's world.
He reminded me of myself;
I crushed him anyway.
Thomas Nance

(by way of your mechanized, cold, steel, time machines and minds)
as (i) lay lying
still
among the corpses of my people;
(i) pineland/my /salty /bitter/tears/wash/away
the/heavy /burdensome/years/of/sacrifice;/ .
only to clearly visualize that what they say about you
oh, colonial Mother, is a hard cold fact.
We toiled your land,/raised, your children/built your roads and
schools/as well as your institutions/that imprison our active minds.
Conquer. submit. Conquer. submit. ,
no more.
how well (i) remember the promise, although given
emtily, of a freedom .. . . .. approaching.
And you killed us off. one .... by . . .. one
with your intended lies/chocking a creative, industrious
people/freezing our progress and sending us back/to the barren north.
(by way of your mechanized, cold, steel, time machines and minds)
You never gave my people much of anything when we were fertile. Yet still in our catacombs of limbo (i) find that you give us next
to naught. (not even an unblemished memory)
As (i) compose my shattered hopes, (i) hover on the edge of a bottomless pit./my people single filed/interred/stacked like coins'; ....
/ready to tumble.
P .S. Even though you fused and soldered our eyes closed/ sealed our
lips to silent anguish/ and deafened \our sensibilities so you
thought. . . our long awaited dawn has arrived.
Reincarnated as an aware, brave, strong breed of humanity ...
let no man question.
by Linda Hazel

•• ••

Problems driv.en through my
head
stabbing at the living tissues,
like a knife penetrating,
a not yet dead body.
Thoughts are entangled and
jumbled
as if.in a cross.ed elevator.
Wake up mind of minds
Start to realize
Start to organize
Start to understand
Don't let society suffocate you.
Breath in deeply and start anew.
Charles Alston

••
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.LACK GOLD .. e monllllJ pertodlcel pubIIIMd br Inter......
1Ieck atuden.. of ....
of Rhode .........
Edltorlel polleJ meJ be .....1....... and InItleted bJ ...,
......... with the epprovel of the ma)orlty of the !dltorIal Boerd.
OpInlona .x."...... In BLACK GOLD do not .......rUJ reflect
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procIuct8 or Ml'Vicee br the !dltorlal B08rd or Steff of BLACK
GOLD.
EclHortel office I. Ioceted In the Uhuru HOUR, 2nd ftoor, 31
Upper College Rd., URI Telephone: 711-1411.
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Announcement. con't.
FROM: Project Equality of Ma.uchueettl-Rhod. 1.lend
CALL: AnthonJ K. Gom••-(401) 831-4520
(RHODE ISLAND) AnthonJ K. GOIMI he. been ~Inteda,.a
director for the Rhod. 1.lend offlc. of Project Equellty, en
ecumenical .ffort to promote job equality with the firm. doing
bu.lne.. with the church.
Gome., a r..ldent of Ee.t Providence, he. for menJ Jee,.
plaJed an ectlve role In community alfalr.. He Hrved a. a field
repr...ntatlve for the Community Alfal,. Comml..lon (en agenCJ
of the Cethollc DIoc...) before Joining Project Equellty.
HI.lnH..1 dutl.. will be to work with parl.h prleet. end parl.h
council. In an effort to more ectlvelJ Involve the local church In
Implementing the ProJect Equality program with th.lr .upplle,. of
good. and aervlc...
ProJect Equellty we. edopted bJ the Romen Catholic Dloc... of
Providence In Janue" of 1871. To date, over 85% of the church..
In the DloceH heve .Igned In.tltutlonel commltmont form.
pledging their .upport to the program.
Project Equellty'. Hvent..n reglonel office. . .rvlce more than
30,000 church.., 'Jnagogu.. and rellglou. efflileted In.tltutlon.
bJ validating which of their .upplle,. are equel opportunity
emploJe,. end bJ providing technical a..l.tence to the partlclpetlng firm. In developing afflrmetlve ectlon. to Inaure felr
.mployment prectlc... It he. been dHlgnated .. the mMt effectIv. non-gov.mm.ntal agencJ dealing with equal .mploJment
,ollc... In the count".
The Rhode leland er.. otftce II IocetecI et 18 Davl. Street,
Providence, Rhode .alend 02108.

Communications Conference

May 3,4,5; Chicago,

11Ii~1:

Shoreland Hotel
5454 South Shore Drive
"Focus On Communications Utilizing Survival Techniques"
-workshops
-program planning sessions
-compilation of alternative process and continuation

for further info:
Columbia College
c/o Raymond Hughes
540 North Lake Shore Drive
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lorl.. willi.

nedlne robln.on

thome. nance

Ivor jeckaon

net jenkln.
.helleJ brlgg.

carol ..nne

Black Historical
Events ·of the Month
March 2
Howard University, Washington D.C. chartered by act of congress .
1867
March 3
Freedmen 's Bureau established to assist former slaves. 1865
March 4
Myrtilla Miner , Founder of Miner Teacher's College. Born (18151866)
March 5
Negro seaman Crispus Attucks was first to shed blood for AInerican
independence in Boston Massacre. 1770
March 6
Dred Scott decision by Supreme Court denied Blacks the right of
citizenship. 1857
Southern Christian Leadership Conference organized in New Orleans
with Martin Luther King Jr., as president. 1957
March 7
First Selma to Montgomery march led by Martin Luther King Jr.
halt_e d by state troopers branding clubs , whips, and tear gas . 1965
Marctt 9
Clifton R. Wharton sworn in as Ambassador to Norway. 1961
March 10
Harriet Tubman, famed patriot and conductor of underground
railroad. Died (1823-1913)
James Earl Ray sentenced to 99 years in prison for the assassination
of Martin Luther King.
March 11
U.S. SUpreme Court ruled for first time that racial segregation in jails
and prisons is unconstitutional. 1968
March 13
_
Jean Baptiste Pointe de Sable, Black pioneer, founded the small
settlement of Oticago. 1773
March 14
Eli Whitney patented the cotton gin based on idea and sketches of a
Black slave. 1794
March 16
Publication of Freedom's Journal, first Black newspaper. 1827
San Antonio, Texas, became first large southern city to integrate
lunch counters. 1960
March 17
Benjamin S. Turner. Successful businessman and congressman from
Alabama . Born 1825
March 18
Frederick Douglass appointed first Black marshal of Washington ,
D.C. 1877
Marc" 19
British policy of offering freedom to Blacks who enlisted in her army
brought about controversial Jay Treaty of 1794.
March 20
Harriet Beecher Stowe's "Uncle Tom's Cabin" published in Boston.
1852
March 22
Alonzo Pietro (known as "il Nigro") was one of Columbus' pilots on
voyage to America. 1492
March 23
Tom Molineaux, America's earliest pugilist, born into slavery. 1784.
March 24
By 1810 the 20 original Black slaves brought to Jamestown, Virginia,
had increased to 1,554,000 of which 184,000 were free.
March 25
African slave trade abolished in all British colonies. 1807
March 26
William H. Hastie, first Black appointed to federal judgeship. 1937
March 27
Blacks were brought to America as explorers, soldiers, and seamen
as early as 1501.
March 28
Crystal Bird Fauset. First Black woman elected to a state legislature
(Pennsylvania) . Died 1965.
Martin Luther King Jr. led protest march in support of striking
Memphis. Tennessee, garbage collectors. 1968
March ZI
President Nixon honored Duke Ellington with the Medal of Freedom
and gave the great Jazz musician a 70th birthday party at the White
House.
March :.
15th Amendment giving freed men the right to vote was ratified in
congress. 1870
March 31
Jack Johnson, first Black heavyweight boxing champion, born (1871·
1946)

1_

Air Forft Captaia Edward DwiIbt Jr., was fint Black to be aeleeted
for
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On February 18, 1971, President
Richard Nixon addressed his
health message to Congress.
Nixon said that $6 million dollars
would be appropriated for
research and treatment of Sickle
Ce1\ Anemia. Without a doubt his
statement was the first time that
. many Americans had heard the
name of the disease.
Sickle Cell Anemia was first
recognized some sixty years ago in
Chicago by Doctor James Herrick.
During the examination of a twenty year old West Indian student,
Herrick noticed the red blood ce1\s
of the student appeared pointed instead of round .
He compared
these abnormal forms to the blade of a sickle,
and coined the term "Sickle Cell
Anemia" to describe the disease.
In past years. a picture of sickle
ce1\ anemia has been determined.
It is an inherited disease that
affects Black people most
exclusively. About 25,000 black
people in the United States may
have the disease . It occurs in a
high percentage of children.

Causes

The cause of the disease is due to
an abnormal hemoglobin. Normal
blood cells receive their red color
from hemoglobin, an iron containing protein that transports
oxygen from the lungs to the
tissues of the body.
Most people have hemoglobin
"A" in their bodies which is
defined as an adult hemoglobin.
The abnormal type that appears in
the body of a person who has sickle
ce1\ is ca1\ed hemoglobin "S."
When hemoglobin "S" does not get
enough oxygen it forms a pointed
cell.
There is no completely satisfactory treatment for Sickle Ce1\
Anemia. Over the years a large
number of drugs and treatments
have been proposed , but no drug
has yet been proven to permanently control the disease without ill
side-effpf't<;
Recently. a great deal of attention has been given to urea and
blood transfusion methods. Risks
are associated with both if they
are used in large amounts, so,
these methods are not highly
recommended. Rest in bed is a .
method most highly recommended
by some doctors .
There is no disease or anemia
associated with the sickle cell
trait. The trait occurs in six to
eighty percent of Black people in
the United States. A person with
the Sickle Cell trait has 35 to 40
percent hemoglobin in the red
blood cells.
The trait does not effect life
expectancy or fertility.
An
affected person probably never
knows that he has the sickle cell .
trait and is the carrier of the sickle
gene unless special tests are
taken.
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The Sickle cell trait and Sickle
ce1\ anemia can be diagnosed by
several methods. A number of
screening tests diagnose the
presence of hemoglobin "S" within
the red blood ce1\s. These tests
require a small amount of blood
taken from the finger. When the
red cells being tested contain
hemoglobin "S", they assume a
crescent or sickle cell shape that
can be observed under a
microscope.
A major disadvantage of the
tests is they do not distinguish
precisely whether or not the person has the sickle cell trait or
SiCkle Ce1\ Anemia.
A person with Sickle Cell
Anemia is faced with many
problems. They are the following :
1. He has to visit the doctor and go
to the hospital frequently.
2. He takes special medications.
3. He needs protection from colds,
pneumonia. intestinal upsets and
other illnesses .
4. He is usually thin and small for
his age.

These are just a few of the many
problems that the Sickle Cell
patient suffers.

An Afflicted Person

Knowing all of the above information. I asked a young high
school girl (who will remain unnamed). how she felt about having
the Sickle Cell disease.
She described it as a "terrible
and painful disease." She said she
hopes that a cure for the disease is
discovered soon, before she
decides to plan a family. She does
not want any of her children to
have the trait, or the disease.
If the father does not have the
trait or the disease, there is still a
chance of the child having the trait
or disease, which can be inherited
from the female counterpart. The
anemic patient advised Black men
and women to be screened for the
disease. especia1\y if they are
planning to begin a family .
In describing how she felt about
the effects of the disease, the
young girl spoke of the prolonged
ilfnesses she had had. In 1971, she
had pneumonia three times and
various other illnesses, such as
colds. flu. strept throat, and a
stomach virus. Her only aspiration is that she live long enough to
see the day when there is a cure
for the disease.

Money and CUnics

Since President Nixon's health
message in 1971, a large number of
grants have been received from
public and private sources, to
combat this disease.
Many clinics and counseling
centers have been made available
for those afflicted. Research continues in many large cities
throughout the United States.
Even though a cure has not been
found. there does seem to be hope
that this dreaded disease will no
longer plague the Black population.
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The Human Predicament

In the age of rising automation
and supertechnology, man is
becoming lost in hi" own creations.
Our pivotal position in the universe has been replaced by so
called human achievement which
aims not at the basic improvement
of th'e quality of self but seeks instead to advance a new set of principles
courting
scientific/technoiv~ical progress.
Notably, human worth is subjected to the callous appraisal of
material gains as evidenced in the
economic-induced social
stratification of classes where the
concept of property towers over
the value of life. For man stripped
bare of his most cherished
novelties, i.e. a house of luxuries,
his cars, boats, etc., is reduced to
nothingness and cornered into
obscurity.
Because all these have become
our outward manifestation of
progress, the extention of
ourselves into things material,
whose lost represents for us psychological death.
We set our
values and then become hopelessly
trapped, for the bourgeoisie is ever
anxious not to drop into the pit he
helps dig for the proletariat and
the rich must contend with the ulcers and heart failures resulting
from the over zealous guarding of
stocks and topheavy bank accounts. And man's inhumanity to
man raves on, unmitigated,
through our own volition. Respecting ourselves only through
material accomplishments, we accomodate opaque visions of what it
requires to be humanely virtuous.
Surely since the Biblical Fa1\ of
man, human morality has 'so far
failed to replenish itself. Indeed
the decadence of our age only
defers from Medieval barbarism
in its sophistication.
Warped
values dictate our logic, which
makes it easy for one nation to war
against the other in the name of
freedom, democracy and
'honorable peace.' Because one of
our fundamental tenets is that
ends justify means irrespective 0
of the absence of human principles. So that the cost of the Viet
Namese war in its toll of deaths
and human suffering is already
deleted from memory.
The continued stress on national
security, the deliberate attempt of
many nations to increase their
military striking power, (even
with the anticipation of detente
between the world powers, e.g.
China and the U.S.) are evidences
of man's reluctance or inability to
deter his own self-destruction.

Even in the institutions that
cater to our development through
the acquisition of knowledge, there
is a premium placed on those individuals whose training embody
the belief in the progress of man
seen through scientific accomplishments as a goal in and of
itself. One sees, except in a few instances, the categorical denounciation of socialist thought that
speaks of the formation of political
and economic institutions whose
goal is the improvement of human
self and welfare. Rather, what
exists in most cases is the pretentions of democracy enveloped in.
capitalist political/economic
arrangements, where perceptions
of human need are predicated upon
dollar votes.
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For indeed the greatest obstacle
in the path of socialist development is capItalism's easy adjustment
to
basic
human
characteristics of greed and
acquisitiveness. The reason why
some of us are repelled by conceptions 'of socialism is because of its
regimentation in the attempt to
curtail such modes of behavior.
Because at the nucleus of its
philosophy is the moral intest to
improve man himself. A purpose
which calls for the rebuilding and
replacement of the institutions
that sustain our values and shape
our lives.

Note that our predicament
today, and historiCAlly is partially
the consequence of institutionalized codes and immutable norms . Its frightening
that justice like racism has
become institutionalized and
deprived of its universal standard.
And the way our institutions
alienate the poor one wonders at
the quality of justice administered
to those experiencing a paucity of
material things.
A timely reiteration is that con- .
temporary man does not separate
himself from his property because
in it lies his principal gratification
and manifestation of his achievement. In which case the poor person is robbed of his integrity. Or is
he? Unfortunately, man stripped
of his garments, in societal
myopia, is worthless or rather is
worth nothing.
Without a doubt. our values are
suspect.
Ivor Jackson

._.
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The STREET THEATER will
be performing Saturday evening,
April 7. at 7:30 pm in Edwards
Auditorium. Admission Is free.
The two plays they will be performing are STREET SOUNDS
and THE BAPTISM.
The
following are two short discriptions of the two plays:
Founded in 1970 by Gray Smith,
THE STREET THEATER began
as a ghetto theater, performing
from a portable stage in the
streets of Ossining, New York.
During the first year performances were given in other black
communities in Westchester County, at The County Penitentiary,
and at The Ossining Correctional
Facility (formerly known as Sing
Sing). The response to the prison
performances led to the establishment of workshops at these
prisons. and more recently at the
BedfordHills Correctional Facility
as well.
Through the use of improvisation related to the experience of
the immates these workshops
have developed their own original
productions: PRISON SOUNDS at
Sing Sing in May of 1972, and NEW
YORK, NEW YORK, THE BIG
APPLE at Bedford Hills (men's
and women's division) in
November, 1972. The material for
these shows was written and performed by inmates in the
workshops, under the direction of
Clay Stevens"n and Marvin
Camillo.
On "the outside" the company of
the Theater has gradually
developed into a- professional
repertory company which trains
apprentices from "the street" and
ex-inmates from the prison
workshop program. During the
past two years this company has
mounted the following productions: WELFARE by Gray Smith,
THE DEATH OF BESSIE SMITH
by Edward Albee, TRANSFERS
by Conrad Bromberg, STREET
SOUNDS by Ed Bullins,
DUTCHMAN by Imamu Baraka
(LeRoi Jones), THE BAPTISM by
Baraka, CEREMONIES IN DARK
OLD MEN by Lonne Elder III,
OPEN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS
by Roger Cornish, ALL JUNKIES
by Miguel Pinero, IN THE PARK
by Ronald Young, THE NIGGER
KILLER by Milt McGriff, THE
STREET CORNER by Richard
Wesley, and THE BLACK
TERROR, also by Wesley.
This company has remained
committed to the performance of
both original and established plays
for street and prison audiences.
Recently audiences have been
expanding to include Off-Off
Broadway, schools, and colleges.
In addition to performance fees
and private contributions. The
Street Theater is supported by The
New York State Council on the
Arts, The Rockefeller Foundation,
and The National Endowment on
the Arts.

Crediti: Narration by James Earl Jones; Eulogy by Ossie Davis;
Produced by Marvin Worth and Arnold Perl; Adapted from the screen
by Arnold Perl; Musical consultant: Ernest R. Smith; Edited by Mick
Benederoth.
"Malcolm X" will appear at 7:30 Friday night, April 6, in the
Memorial UniOD Ballroom. Admission Is free.
The following is a movie review on the film: "Malcolm X"
93 minutes
While viewing "Malcolm X" one is very quickly struck by the fact
that just eight years ago Malcolm was generally considered an outrage and threat to American society (and an unworthy let alone untouchable subject for discussion and examination).
Ironically now, so few year later, his life is the subject of a major
studio motion picture. Yet the speed with which ideas and attitudes
change in this electronic age is not better reflected than in the life of
Malcolm himself. In what was only a short span of years he went
from petty criminal to jailbird to staunch Black Muslim thinking only
of a separate black state to a more open minded extremely
progressive black leader concerned totally with the welfare of bis
people.
That Malcolm had not only the ability to shift his attitudes and grow
with the knowledge he accumulated, but also the intepity to publicly
admit his views had changed and that be could bave been wrong, .
speaks strongly about his rarity as a leader.
The documentary treatment is composed of recorded speeches,
newsfilm of Malcolm's activities and stock footage of situations that
resemble his background (as an illustration of his early years).
Malcolm is here in all his glory and bis anguish; the brilliant leader
of his people and the harassed family man; the outraged black man
and the reverent holy man. Yet through all this one leaves this film
with the impression that they have witnessed the triumph of extremely poor editing over very powerful material. Malcolm's life is an
ideal subject for a movie. There are so many dramatic turning points
one would think it was almost fiction .
Yet the film doesn't take advantage of them. There is no perspective imposed on all the varied material. Instead of the viewer getting
a portrait of Malcolm that builds layer by layer until the whole man is
revealed, the bits and pieces are all thrown together without any real
order, so that one must discern what Malcolm is all about by first reediting the footager in his own mind.

Nothing But A Man
The following is a short review of the film NOTHING BUT A MAN.
This film will be shown in the Memorial Ballroom from 2:30 to 4:00
Saturday afternoon, April 7. Admission is free.
NOTHING BUT A MAN
starring: Abbey Lincoln, Ivan Dixon, Gloria Foster
Independent film-makers Michael Roemer and Robert Young have
made a distinguished and moving drama of the personal struggle of a
Southern Black and his wife in a society hostile to them.
A young railway worker gives up a good job to settle down and
marry the preacher's daughter, a schoolteacher. His emotional
adjustment to the universal, age-old prOblems of earning a living and
supporting a family. of living in peace and dignity. becomes poignantly difficult because the place is Alabama today and the man will not
play the expected Black role.
The film is superbly acted by Ivan Dixon and Abbey Lincoln in the
leading roles, and the film has received international recognition.
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HOUSING

ZON I NG

Zoning laws in many areas prohibit the construction of rental units
and multiple family dwellings, and they often demand a certain lot
size for each private home constructed. These laws or codes, generally made by white suburbanites, result in de facto discrimination
against the poor. Since minorities are enormously over-represented
among the poor and lower middle calss, these zoning laws in fact discriminate against minorities.
FOUNDATION FOR CHANGE, September 1971

"The suburbs indeed a ... the n.l America where jobs and housing a ...
located: We canqpt continue to exclude Americans from that development SImply because of the color of their skin or the size of their
paycheck. It is not forced integration to allow a man to live near his
job."
SENATOR ABRAHAM RIBICOFF 3/16/71

BANKING

"Mortages are not awarded to Blacks because they are considered
poor credit risks. Nor are loans awarded, in many cases, to Blacks.

I

"In a hearing on housing before the U.S. Civil Rights Commission in
1959, I (as then President of the Dearborn Real Estate Board) cited
that of 243 savings and loan associations operating in Cook County,
only 21 made loans to Blacks in the past 12 months. And of that
number. only ll, including 2 Black firms, made mortagages consistently to Blacks. Also I said there were 141 Commercial Banks and
229 savings and loan firms which made, . NO loans to Blacks during
that 12 month period. BUT, they made loans to the speculators who in
turn victimized Black home buyers. This could only go on because of
the racist structure of financial institutions-and nothing much has
changed since the time I made that testimony more than ten years
ago."
Chicago realtor in JET 1970

HOUSING

OWNERSHIP AND QUALITY

"In 1970: 2 of every 5 housing units occupied by Negroes were owned
by the occupant, compared with about 2 in every 3 occupied by whites.
Thr proportion of Negro households lacking some or all plumbing
facilities was more than 3 times the rate for white households."
Dep't. of Commerce, BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
"For the most part, the Housing and Urban Development Department
relies upon the Census Bureau for its housing data-a classic case of
the blind leading the blind, since census investigators are also interested in little more than the plumbing: not the qilality but just the
amount of it-whether or not hot and cold water, toilet, bathtub or
shower are available.
"~here's no special place on the census form to acknowledge the
tOIlet that overflows or the sink that leaks through the ceiling. They
count the number of people per room, but they ignore the size of the

room."

.

T>ert Sherill. THE NATION 3/ 29/71

In rural areas about 50 % of Black occupied housing is substandard,
compared to 8% of white occupied housing.
NY TIMES 7/29/71
Over 75% of the housing on Indian reservations is substandard, with
50% beyond repair.
Alan Sorkin. BROOKINGS INSTITUTE 2/4/69

WHITE CONTROL

MINORITY OPPRESSION

I

SUBURBS
In the 67 largest metropolitan areas-only 4.5% of the suburban population is Black
Dep't. of Commerce, BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
ADVERTISING
A recent study of newspapers in the Washington, D.C., area showed
racism common to papers in most communities:

For example:
In 1970.

Advertisements for homes or homesties showed drawings or photos of
white families.

Suburbs of Atlanta. Ga.
Suburbs of Houston. Tex.
Surburbs of New Orleans. La.
Suburbs of New York City
Suburbs of Detroit. Mich.
Suburbs of Chicago. Ill.
Suburbs of Phila., Pa.
Suburbs of S.F.-Oakland. Calif.
Suburbs of Baltimore, Md.
Suburbs of Washington. D.C.

Ads were placed in papers with large white circulation, but not in
papers which were Black owned, or circulated mainly to Blacks.
As late as 1970 the following phrases appeared in the ads: white only.
. .in white home ... exclusive neighborhood ... private neighborhood.
Bias in Newspaper Real Estate Advertising, Geo, Grier,
WASHINGTON CENTER FOR METROPOLITAN STUDIES
REALTORS

I

Most whites list their houses for sale with white realtors. Most white
realtors do not advertise these homes in minority owned or read
newspapers. Very often they have arrangements with other realtors
where listings for houses are shared. These sharing arrangements
often exclude Black realtors.
In Bergen County, New Jersey, for example, a Superior Court judge
. had to ORDER that a Black realtor be admitted to a listing service.

"The fact is that the percentage of high-income Blacks living in the
suburbs is substantially lower than low-income whites.
"The fact is that if a Black man wants to buy a house in the ghetto, he
is courted by both Black and white real estate agents-but if he wants
to live outside the ghetto, few will service his needs."
ASS'T. SEC'T. OF HOUSING & URBAN DEVELOPMENT,
Samuel C. Johnson, JET 4/15/71 ;
GOVERNMEfliT
There are many fair housing laws in existence, Minority complaints
center on the lack of enforcement and the lack of penalties for noncompliance with these laws. Also that government could, but does
,not, put economic pressure on communities with restrictive zoning.
"If this country really believes in the Declaration of Independence
and the Bill of Rights-and we've been saying it for 200 years-it
ought to spend its Federal dollars in a way that benefits all the people.
If a state or a locality is not willing to do that, then we ought to say,
'O.K., if you don't want to be part of the Federal system we won't help
you.' It's as simple as that.

"And we're not doing it. We're spending millions and millions of
Federal dollars on things to which people do not have equal access."
Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, Chairman
U.S. CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION

I
white
white
white
white
white
white
92.9'70 white
9l.0'/< white
93.50 white
9l.0'/0 whitp.

93.6'70
9O.7'1c
87.2'lt,
93.6'70
96.0'10
96 .0'70

AN. Y. TIMES story on Blacks in suburbs pointed out that many of the
small % of Blacks now listed as living there are so listed because they
are servants in white homes.
.

Suburbs and Jobs
Male employment in central cities decreased by 2% from 1960 to 1970.
but male employment outside the central cities increased by 35.4%.

city jobs down by 9% suburban jobs lip by 144%
St. Louis :
"up
,,6%
" " .. 161 %
Baltimore:
"
"~'fQ.
" .. 352%
Wash , D,C,: "

,

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Senate 3/16/71
~

"All citizens of the United States shall have the same right,
in every state and territory, as is enjoyed by white citizens
thereof to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold and convey real
and persona I property."
US Congress Civil Rights Act April 9, 1866

The above lacls and flcu- were lat_ , " - • boc*Jet. "F-n . . . . _ llIIlitu..... Rac:IIm .. dla·
lrIIIoatad. compiled. and puIII~ by F~U. lar CUaIe bIc. BLACK GOLD allo IIIanU Fr.
W,lIIer lar Ilia beIp and t.." ....,.
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Black Cultural Weekend
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Presenting:

"We are a Creatlv~ People'"
April 3 thru April 9, 1973 '
University of Rhode Island
Tuesday,
April 3

7:00-10:00 pm

April 3-9'

10:00-4:00 pm

>

EXTRA ATTRACTION:
Black Art Exhibit-OPEN HOUSE
Refreshments-Roosevelt Hall

7:00 -9:00 p.m.,
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Q
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Black Art DlsplayRoosevelt Hall

,

Film - MALCOLM X
Memorial Union Ballroom
Rock Group "Temprees"
Edwards Auditorium

10:00-untll

Special Guest: Eddie Kendricks
Edwards Auditorium

.

>
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1 :30 - 2:15 p.m.

Samuel Yette - author:
"The Choice"
Memorial Union Ballroom

2:30 - 4:00 p.m.

Film - NOTHING BUT A MAN
Memorial Union Ballroom

4:00 - 5:30 p.m.

Workshops -, Discussion
Memorial Union Ballroom

7:30 - 9:30 p.m.

PLAY STREET THEATRE
"The Baptism" and "Street
Sounds"
Edwards Auditorium

1 :00 - 3:00 p.m.

GOSPEL FESTIVAL
"Celestlals" - Boston
"Colosshlans" - New York
"United Gospel Chorus,' Providence
"Soul Unlimited" - Barrington
Edwards Auditorium

3:00 - 5:00 p.m.

SONIA SANCHEZ, special guest
poetess, speaker
Edwards Auditorium
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All events are FREE,

